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Featured Application: Sensor data record-based dynamic encryption key technology which
applies the mechanism of blockchain for security between devices in the low-power wireless
communication environment of Internet of Things (IoT).

Abstract: The Internet of Things uses low-power wireless communication for wireless connectivity
and efficient energy. Low-power wireless communication is applied to IoT for wireless connection
and efficient energy consumption in various areas such as wearable devices, smart homes, and power
plants in order to send and receive data and control the environment. Security is becoming more
important because the Internet of Things controls real physical systems. For the security of the
Internet of Things, the encryption key is important to identify and authenticate devices that are
trusted. The static encryption key method used for devices is likely to be calculated in reverse
through the value of the key and is vulnerable to exploitation attacks. This requires the application of
dynamic encryption keys that generate keys periodically. However, in the case of low-power wireless
communication, the asynchronous communication method and the packet loss make it difficult to
apply existing dynamic encryption key technologies. In this paper, we proposed dynamic encryption
key method that applies the mechanism of the block chain to solve these problems. Based on the
history of sensor data between devices, encryption keys are dynamically generated. The proposed
method is to generate the same encryption key between devices with only one step of asynchronous
communication considering packet loss. The proposed method is also validated in terms of availability
and security in the Internet of Things low-power wireless communication.

Keywords: blockchain; Internet of Things; dynamic encryption key; IoT device security; low power
wireless communication; Bluetooth low energy

1. Introduction

1.1. Study Background and Motivation

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to intelligent technology and service whereby various sensors
and communication technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, LTE, Zigbee, and NFC are built-in in a
system that can identify physical objects (things) to exchange information between thing and thing,
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and human and thing by linking data in real time based on the Internet [1]. Low-power wireless
communication is applied to IoT for wireless connection and efficient energy consumption in various
areas such as wearable devices, smart homes, and power plants in order to send and receive data and
control the environment [2,3].

However, as the IoT technology has advanced and the services have expanded, the security
issue has become more important. Unlike computer online systems, IoT has the security problem of
cyber-physical system (CPS) [4]. CPS security is important because security damages in the virtual
space such as computer online system hacking damages can extend to the real physical system. In the
worst case, security problems of IoT can be a threat to human lives based on incorrect sensor data
values and device controls [5,6].

Identification and authentication of devices are important for the security of IoT.
Device identification refers to reliable authentication that can identify corresponding devices and
determine their authenticity for safe operation of various devices participating in a network [7,8].
Threat of device identification/authentication can cause problems such as data tampering and malicious
control based on unauthorized access to the devices. When identifying and authenticating devices in
IoT environment, the most important factor is encryption key technology. Application of a vulnerable
encryption key technology leads to a threat to device identification/authentication, causing vulnerability
in the whole system security [9,10] the same technology used in the existing computer system is used
for the encryption key technology between devices in the IoT environment [7]. Encryption keys are
classified into symmetric keys and asymmetric keys depending on whether the encryption and the
decryption key are identical or different. In general, when an identical level of security is provided,
a symmetric key is used for encryption and decryption because the computing speed using symmetric
key is fast [11]. In the IoT environment that requires real-time operation, the symmetric key method is
used because of computing performance and computational speed. Furthermore, static symmetric
encryption key method is often used whereby a key, once loaded on the device, does not change [11].
However, because such a static key method is used without changing the key, the encryption pattern
is continuously exposed and consequently, a possibility exists that the key values can be computed
through reverse engineering using the encrypted data. Moreover, if the encryption key is stolen
or exposed through the agent that manages the encryption key, the security between the devices
becomes futile [12].

Dynamic encryption key technology is required to prevent this. Dynamic encryption key is a
method of periodically generating and using new encryption keys by both ends of communication [12].
When the dynamic encryption key method is used, backtracking of the encryption key values is
difficult because the key is generated periodically; furthermore, even if the current key is stolen, the key
generated next cannot be predicted. If such a dynamic encryption key technology is applied between
IoT devices, the security improves compared to the static key method [13–15].

1.2. Definition of Problems

For IoT, low-power wireless communication environment is often used, which can operate the
devices long time, considering the energy efficiency [3]. Bluetooth low energy (BLE) is a typical
example [16]. Low-power Bluetooth communication is used between devices in various areas in
order to send, receive, and control sensor data. However, the following problems exist when the
dynamic encryption key technology providing excellent security is applied to low-power wireless
communication environment.

1.2.1. Availability

Encryption Key Generation Problem

In some cases, dynamic encryption key technology uses a synchronous communication method to
regenerate the key [17,18]. The newly generated encryption key’s generation information or generation
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request is generated through the request and response processes between both ends of communication.
However, asynchronous communication (For example, ACL Asynchronous Connection-Less) between
devices is used in the low-power wireless communication environment of IoT [19]. A sensor device
sends or propagate the environment sensor data periodically to other sensor devices or gateway device;
the devices that receive them do not send the response. Thus, the conventional dynamic encryption
key technology that uses synchronous communication is difficult to apply to low-power wireless
communication of IoT.

Encryption Key Synchronization Problem

Encryption key synchronization problem refers to a case in which synchronization to a same
encryption key fails when the encryption key is changed to the new subsequent key at both ends of
communication because the synchronization of same key is not performed properly [17]. In the case of
low-power Bluetooth communication, about 2% packet loss occurs depending on the transmission
interference between devices or the network structure [20,21]. Encryption key synchronization problem
occurs if packet loss occurs when both ends request the key generation information or notification to
generate a dynamic encryption key. If the encryption key synchronization problem occurs due to packet
loss, the request and response information should be sent and received based on the synchronization
method, but this is not suitable for asynchronous communication method.

Performance Problem

In the case of IoT devices that perform low-power wireless communication, data are often
transmitted in real-time from a low-performance device. Therefore, the performance of dynamic
encryption key technology is another factor that should be taken into consideration. It is not suitable
to have the encryption key generation require a high computational complexity. Furthermore, it is
difficult to apply if too much time is consumed to generate encryption keys and encrypt and decrypt
data in the IoT environment that requires real-time operation.

1.2.2. Security Aspect

The dynamic encryption key technology that has resolved the availability problem in the low-power
wireless communication IoT environment mentioned in Section 1.2.1 should also satisfy the security
requirement. Users with malicious intent should not be able to guess the subsequent key (randomness)
and predict the subsequent key (unpredictability) even if the current key is stolen. The key generation
information delivery problem [22] should be prevented when both ends of communication key generate
a key.

1.3. Purpose of Study

This paper shares the following purposes to solve the dynamic encryption key application
problem in the low-power wireless communication environment mentioned in Section 1.2.2. This paper
proposes a method to use communication at least once based on the asynchronous communication
method when generating a dynamic encryption key between devices, generating the same encryption
key based on the asynchronous method even when packet loss occurs. The dynamic encryption key
generated using the proposed method is unpredictable, and even if the current key is stolen, the new
subsequent key cannot be guessed, thereby satisfying the security requirement. This paper proposes a
dynamic encryption key method that can be used on low-performance devices.

The approach of this paper applies the mechanism of blockchain to the dynamic encryption
key generation. The study by Soohwan et al. [23] generated unpredictable hash values dynamically
based on the IoT sensor data; using this, proposed a consensus algorithm that selects block generating
nodes. The study by WooSeung [24] generated unpredictable hash values dynamically based on
the transaction history generated by microcontroller units (MCUs) in controller area network (CAN)
protocol environment for security; using this, proposed a method of generating a new dynamic
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encryption key. The mechanism of blockchain applied in the related studies [23,24] employs a method
of dynamically generating unpredictable hash by transaction history. The newly generated hash value
can be known if and only if all the details are known from the not tampered first transaction to the
current one. In this paper, we also employ such mechanism of blockchain [25–27] to generate block data
records based on the sensor data between devices. The difference from the related work [23,24] is that
a new dynamic encryption key is generated through a dynamically generated hash value based on the
sensor history between IoT devices. Furthermore, we propose a method to generate a same encryption
key by asynchronous communication method using the TargetValue and the FrequencyTable based on
the sensor data history.

2. Related Work

In this chapter, we investigate the existing studies on dynamic encryption key, and find out the
applicability in low-power wireless communication environment through a comparison table.

2.1. Dynamic Encryption Key of OTP (S/KEY) Method

The OTP (SKEY) method [28] is an authentication key generation method developed by Bell
Communications Research and is used for authentication in UNIX based operating systems. In this
method, the generation algorithm sends a random secret key determined by the client to the server.
The secret key received from the client is used as the first value. Then, the task of obtaining the hash
value for the previous result value is repeated N times based on the hash chain method. The generated
N OTPs are stored in the server. The hash function determined by the client is applied n-i times and sent
to the server. The server applies the hash function to the value received from the client once and checks
whether the result matches the n-I + stOTP stored in the server. In the study of Limited-Used Key
Generation Scheme [29], a method is proposed for generating a one-time password key by applying
the OTP (S/KEY) method. This scheme generates an encryption key sequence in advance to generate a
dynamic key. Because each encryption key is used to encrypt only one message, every message uses a
different encryption key. This scheme uses the predefined hash function and the shared KAB master
key. In this scheme, a dynamic encryption key is generated as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Limited-Used Key Generation Scheme.

The authentication server generates distribution key (DK) and sends it using the authenticated
key exchange protocol. The client and the authentication server generate the basic setting keys,
K set ({K1 = hash(DK, KAB), K2 = h(DK, K1)... Km = h(DK, Km−1)}) through iterative hash of DK
and KAB. Subsequently, the authentication server generates random number r and sends it to the client,
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then w = r mod n is derived from the random number r. The authentication server and the client select one
Kmid1 among {K1, K2, K3....Kw} from w, and select Kmid2 among {K1, K2, K3....Kmid1}. The authentication
server and the client obtain SIK = h(kmid1, Kmid2) and generate the session key (SK) sets as follows
through iterative hash of SIK and DK: SK1 = h(SIK,DK), SK2 = h(SIK,SK2).... SKn = h(SIK,SKn−1).

In the OTP (S/KEY) method, there is no recovery plan protocol for solving the encryption key
synchronization problem. In the current method, two or more communication steps of synchronization
method is required if the key synchronization fails due to packet loss. A and B should send the
request/reply messages to inform the encryption key mismatch and attempt to match the current
counter. In the case of OTP method, because the initial seed value of encryption key is stored in the
OTP server, it is vulnerable to hijacking attacks [24]. If a malicious attacker steals the seed value of
OTP server and reproduces the mechanism of encryption key generation, the key can be predicted.
Furthermore, the OTP method employs a method of generating the encryption keys that will be
used in advance. Therefore, encryption keys have to be regenerated when the encryption keys are
all exhausted.

2.2. Session Key of Diffie–Hellman Method

Diffie–Hellman method’s session key [30,31] solves the key delivery problem and is a highly
stable. Thus, this dynamic encryption key method is frequently used. This method solves the key
delivery problem by using discrete logarithm to synchronize the same dynamic encryption key at both
ends. The method of Diffie–Hellman is carried out in the manner shown in Figure 2 below. A uses the
private key a to generate ga mod P (asymmetric key of a). B also uses the private key b to generate gb

mod p (asymmetric key of b). A sends ga mod P to B, and B sends gb mod p to A. Finally, A uses its
own private key a to generate gab mod p, and B uses its own private key to generate gab mod p. A and
B use the newly generated key as the same symmetric key (secret key). The attacker cannot generate
the same symmetric key even if the attacker were to obtain the key generation information.

Figure 2. Diffie–Hellman’s key generation method.

Diffie–Hellman method uses a same key in a session and generates a new key through safe
random number algorithm for the next session. However, Diffie–Hellman method requires at least
two steps of synchronous communication in order to generate a new key. Moreover, it uses a
discrete logarithm-based asymmetric key method. therefore, the availability decreases due to large
computational cost and time consumption. When the encryption key synchronization fails due to
packet loss, two or more steps of synchronous communication are required. For generation of a new
session key, a safe random number generation algorithm is required to generate a seed value of the key.
However, if the random number generation algorithm used is exposed or identified, the encryption
key can be predicted.

2.3. Key Generation Algorithm Based on Shared Message History for In-Vehicle Security Network (Blockey)

This key generation algorithm method (blockey) employs a dynamic encryption key generation
method applying the mechanism of blockchain for in-vehicle security [24]. Inside the vehicle,
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electric control units (ECUs) communicate in the form of bus using the CAN protocol. Figure 3 shows
the method of blockey. In CAN communication, ECUs send and receive the generated transactions and
accumulate the message history up to a certain baseline value; afterwards, the previous block’s hash
value and the message history’s hash value are used to generate a new block. In this encryption key
method, the transaction histories occurring at ECU are used to generate a new hash value, which is
then used as the seed value of key to generate the key dynamically. The history-based block key
algorithm generates a key without requiring a random number generation algorithm in generating the
key. Furthermore, it does not require management because the data value by external environment are
continuously used as the seed values of key. All transaction history must be known to be able to guess
the subsequent encryption key. Even if the current key is stolen, all previous transaction details must
be acquired in order to be able to guess the key generated next.

Figure 3. History-based encryption key algorithm.

However, all messages have to be maintained the same to synchronize the same encryption key.
Compared to CAN protocol, the low-power wireless communication environment is prone to have loss
of message more often. Therefore, mismatch can occur often in the encryption key synchronization.
In order to recover the encryption key, all messages should be made identical based on the synchronous
communication method. Since this is performed through two or more steps by the synchronous
communication method, it is not suitable.

2.4. Comparison of Related Work

The following comparison Table 1 is used to examine the applicability of the related studies
discussed earlier in the low-power wireless communication environment of IoT. The comparison is
made in the availability aspect and the security aspect.

The OTP (S/Key) method satisfies the criteria for the encryption key generation communication
method and the required computational cost/time for key generation because the dynamic encryption
keys used are generated in advance. However, considering the encryption key recovery communication
method used in the case of packet loss, it is not appropriate because it requires performing two or
more steps of synchronous communication. If a malicious user steals the initial seed value of OTP
server, the user can generate all encryption keys; thus, the security is vulnerable to hijacking attacks.
Exposure of key generation information can be prevented because only the counter values are sent
when generating an encryption key. As long as the seed value is not stolen, the randomness and
unpredictability of encryption key are satisfied. Diffie–Hellman method is not appropriate because
two or more steps of communication based on the synchronous method are required to generate
and recover an encryption key. Because asymmetric key is used, the required computational cost
and time for key generation are high compared to those of other related studies. Because the key
generation information is exchanged using the discrete logarithm problem, the exposure of key
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generation information is prevented. The randomness and unpredictability of encryption key are
satisfied on the premise that a safe random number generation algorithm is used. However, if the
random number generation algorithm is exposed, the encryption keys can be generated. In the case of
block key, the criteria for the encryption key generation communication method and the key generation
information exposure prevention are satisfied because the encryption key is generated independently
at both ends of communication. However, considering the encryption key recovery communication
method, it is not appropriate because two-step communication of synchronous method is required.
In the case of hijacking attack, there is no exposure problem of random number generation algorithm
and all the history of seed has to be known; thus, the security of block key method is deemed high
compared to that of methods of other related studies.

Table 1. Comparison table of related work.

OTP (S/Key)
Kungpisdan et al. [29]

Diffie–Hellman
Diffie and Hellman [30]

Blockey
WooSeung [24]

Availability

Encryption Key Generation Communication Method/Steps
Asynchronous/1 step Synchronous/2 steps Asynchronous/0 step

Encryption Key Recovery Communication Method/Steps
Synchronous/2 steps Synchronous/2 steps Synchronous/2 steps

Required Computational Cost/Time for Encryption Key Generation
Low High Low

Security

Security Against Encryption Key Hijacking Attack
Vulnerable Average High

Prevention of Key Generation Information Exposure
Prevention Prevention Prevention

Randomness/Unpredictability of Encryption Key
Randomness

/Unpredictability
Randomness

/Unpredictability
Randomness

/Unpredictability

3. Approach

This paper presents a method of encryption key generation between a sensor device that measures
an environment and a gateway device used for collection. We propose a method of generating a
dynamic encryption key using a block hash value that is dynamically generated based on the stored
sensor data by referring to the methods of dynamically generating an unpredictable block hash by
transaction history in the studies of [23,24]. The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Concept of dynamic encryption key using block hash value.
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The sensor device (Devicesensor) periodically sends environmental sensor values (sensor) to the
gateway device (Devicegateway). The sensor device stores the send sensor values in the transaction pool
(TransactionPool) and the gateway device also stores the received sensor values in its transaction pool.
The send and received sensor data are stored in the transaction pool of each device. When a block
generation condition (K transactions) is met, the hash value of Nth block is generated by hashing the
values obtained by adding the hash value of a previous block to the hash value of current transaction
pool in generating the subsequent Nth block. The hash value of Nth block is used as a seed value of
symmetric key generation algorithm (AES) to generate a new Nth symmetric key. This encryption
key is called DeviceKeyn, i.e., the Nth dynamic encryption key. When a dynamic encryption key is
generated through this method, a seed value for unlimited number of dynamic encryption key can be
generated for an environment sensor value that cannot be reproduced. In order to obtain the newly
generated Nth dynamic block key information, it is necessary to know all the sensor data values sent
and received, between devices. Additionally, it is impossible to know a key generated next even if the
current Nth key is stolen key because all the histories of N−1th key must be obtained.

However, if this is applied to a low-power wireless communication environment as shown in
Figure 5, encryption key mismatch occurs due to packet loss.

Figure 5. Dynamic encryption key mismatch due to packet loss.

To address this issue, a method of generating the same dynamic encryption key through one-time
asynchronous communication is proposed in consideration of packet loss. To generate the same
dynamic encryption key with one-time asynchronously communication, there is a single option of
transmitting all the transaction pool data from a sensor device whenever a new key is generated under
the assumption that a message is lost by the gateway device.

However, as shown in Figure 6, the data stored in the transaction pool are encryption key
generation information, and security threats may occur due to exposure during transmission.
Accordingly, the solution is to deliver only a clue. A malicious attacker cannot know key generation
information with only the clue, but a gateway device is capable of restoring a lost message with only
the clue. This paper proposes a dynamic encryption key generation method as shown in the Figure 6
below regarding the clue idea.
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Figure 6. Proposed dynamic encryption key method.

Even if a packet loss occurs, the sensor device and gateway device can generate the same
transaction pools with one-time asynchronously communication, in turn the same Nth DeviceKeyn is
generated. For detailed explanation of the proposed method, its notations are described in Section 3.1
and the details of each proposed method are described in Section 3.2 System Model and Sections 3.3–3.6.

3.1. Notation

The notations used in the method proposed in this paper are shown in the Table 2 below.
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Table 2. Notation.

Notation Description

SensorDatai i-th sensor data.

KeyGenerationInfo Encryption key generation information.

DeviceSensor Sensor device

Devicegateway Gateway device that receives and collects sensor data

DataPeriodic Data transmission cycle from sensor device to gateway device

ModResult(SensorDatai, N) Modular result of SensorDatai by N

DataCounti The counter value of the i-th data send by the sensorDevice

TransactionPool Pool that stores the modular results of sensor

TransactionPool(DataCounti, Modresult) Store {Key:DataCounti Value:modular results} value in
TransactionPool

TargetValue TransactionPoolsensor hashed through SHA256

Blockn

Nth block stored by sensor device and gateway device. Only previous
hash value and current hash value exist in the block. The hash value of
the block is the seed value of a new dynamic encryption key.

BlockConditionK
Block generation condition. A block is generated when the number of
modular results stored in the transaction pool satisfies k.

FrequencyTable Frequency table indicating the frequency of modular result of the data

FrequencyCount(i,list) Count value corresponding to i in the list items

FrequencyTable(i,result) Generate FrequencyTable for {Key: i, value: result}

TransformFrequencyTable
(Hash,FrequencyTable) FrequencyTable transformation Based on hash value

Devicekeyn Nth dynamic encryption key

lossFrequencyList Loss Modular result list. The Difference between FrequencyTablesensor
and FrequencyTablegateway

PermutationList(lossFrequencyList) List of possible permutations from lossFrequencyList

CandidateNonce Candidate nonce for recovering loss packets on FrequencyTablegateway

FindNonce Trial and error for recovering loss packets on FrequencyTablegateway

Synchronization Recover loss packets on the FrequencyTablegateway from
CandidateNonce

Seedn Seed value of DeviceKeyn

Encrypt(Key,data) Data encryption using Key

Decrypt(Key,data) Data decryption using Key

initialize() Initialization to generate N + 1 block after Nth block is generated.
TransactionPool Initialization. DataCounti Initialization

3.2. System Model

The details of the system model, where the scheme proposed in this paper is applied, are as follows:
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A sensor device transmits a measured environment sensor data value to a gateway device with
DataPeriodic = 1 (1 s interval).
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The BlockConditionK is 64. When 64 data entries are filled in a transaction pool, block generation
is attempted. The reason behind setting the number to 64 is because a malicious attacker must
randomly substitute 2256 number of cases to guess the transaction pool, which is the seed value of
an encryption key. If DataPeriodic is 1, a new encryption key is generated every 64 s, but it is
impossible to guess the key through random substitution of 2256 cases within 64 s.
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 Communication between devices that generate dynamic encryption keys occurs between a 
sensor device and a gateway device. 
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The initial connection and registration between devices are registered by a trusted administrator.
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3.2. System Model 

The details of the system model, where the scheme proposed in this paper is applied, are as 
follows: 

 Communication between devices that generate dynamic encryption keys occurs between a 
sensor device and a gateway device. 

 The sensor device and gateway device use Bluetooth low-energy, which can encounter 
communication delay and message loss due to signal interference between devices. 

 The sensor device and gateway device use an asynchronous network control flow. 
 A sensor device measures environment data that cannot be reproduced. 
 In ModResult (SensorData, N), N is set to 16. 
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DataPeriodic = 1 (1 s interval). 

The block structure stores only the hash values of previous block and current block by considering
low-performance devices.
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3.2. System Model 

The details of the system model, where the scheme proposed in this paper is applied, are as 
follows: 

 Communication between devices that generate dynamic encryption keys occurs between a 
sensor device and a gateway device. 

 The sensor device and gateway device use Bluetooth low-energy, which can encounter 
communication delay and message loss due to signal interference between devices. 

 The sensor device and gateway device use an asynchronous network control flow. 
 A sensor device measures environment data that cannot be reproduced. 
 In ModResult (SensorData, N), N is set to 16. 
 A sensor device transmits a measured environment sensor data value to a gateway device with 

DataPeriodic = 1 (1 s interval). 

As for the blocks, only the current block and previous block are stored in consideration of
low-performance devices. Unlike cryptocurrency transaction, sensor data do not have a structure
of verifying current data from previous data, thus it is not necessary to have all the history.
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Sections 3.3–3.6 explain the descriptions on the process of generating DeviceKeyn (Nth key).

3.3. Storing Transaction Pool

The sensor device (DeviceSensor) encrypts the periodically measured environment sensor data
(SensorDatai) into DeviceKeyn-1 and transmits them to the registered gateway device (Devicegateway).
The transmitted SensorDatai contain environment sensor values and DataCount for identification.
Whenever the sensor device transmits data, it executes ModResult(SensorDatai,16) and stores the
result in TransactionPoolSensor along with the counter number. The result of ModResult is one of the
values from 0 to F. Until BlockCondition64 is satisfied, each ModResult of SensorData1, SensorData2,
SensorData3, ..., SensorData64 is saved into TransactionPool. The TransactionPool accumulates up
to 64 values from 0 to F, which are the modular results. The Devicegateway also executes ModResult
(SensorData, 16) for received data and stores the result in TransactionPoolgateway along with the
counter number.

If there is no packet loss, TransactionPoolgateway and TransactionPoolSensor should have the same
transaction pool. On the other hand, if there is a lost packet, the TransactionPoolgateway shows the lost
data. Figure 7 shows the mechanism of storing Transaction Pool. The pseudo code is as Algorithm 1.

Figure 7. Transaction pools stored by sensor device and gateway device.
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Algorithm 1. TransactionPool

1: procedure TransactionPool
2: DeviceSensor executes:
3: while BlockCondition64 do
4: Send Encrypt (DeviceKeyn-1,sensorDatai) to Devicegateway

5: ModResult (DataCounti, 16)-> ModResulti
6: TransactionPool (Count, ModResulti)
7: Devicegateway executes:
8: while BlockCondition64 do
9: Receive Encrypt (DeviceKeyn-1,sensorDatai) from Devicegateway

10: Decrypt (DeviceKeyn-1,sensorDatai)
11: ModResult (sensorDatai, 16)-> ModResulti
12: TransactionPool (DataCounti, ModResulti)
13: end procedure

3.4. FrequencyTable Generation

If there is lost data, more than 2 steps of message exchange are required in a synchronous
communication to generate the same encryption key between devices. A method is required in
which the Devicegateway requests the lost data and Devicesensor transmits the lost data as a response.
However, this cannot be applied in an asynchronous low-power wireless communication environment.
To solve this problem with at least one-time asynchronous communication, there is a method of
transmitting TransactionPoolSensor when generating a key by considering a message loss in advance in
the Devicesensor. However, if TransactionPoolSensor is stolen maliciously, the generated information
can be exposed. To prevent this, a frequency table is used. Figure 8 shows frequency table generation.
The frequency table is the result of counting the modular operation results from 0 to F of each transaction
pool. The Devicesensor generate the following frequency table (Frequency>Tablesensor) by obtaining the
frequency of TransactionPoolSensor where the modular result of transmitted data is stored.

Figure 8. FrequencyTable.

The Devicegateway also creates FrequencyTablegateway from TransactionPoolgateway. If there was no
data loss, FrequencyTablesensor and FrequencyTablegateway would be the same. If there were two lost
data entries, i.e., data having ModResult of 2 and 3, the frequency of 2 and 3 of FrequencyTablegateway

would be stored less by 1 each. Additionally, the sum of frequencies will be 64 − 2 = 62. If the
FrequencyTable created in Devicesensor is transmitted as it is, a malicious attacker can know the
frequency of modular result in the transaction pool, thus the order is changed. To change the order,
the result place of frequency is changed by using the hash value of Blockn-1. They are changed in the
order of hash values, and further, padding is performed in order if there is no ModResult. If the hash
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value of Blockn-1 is 9f86d081884c7d659a2feaa0c55ad015a3bf4f1b2b0b822cd15d6c15b0f00a08, the order
of frequency table is changed in the order of 9 f 8 6 d 0 1 4 c 7 d 5 a 2 e 3 b d. If a malicious attacker
intends to obtain the original FrequencyTable by stealing a frequency table, 16! = 20,922,789,888,000
number of cases should be computed for the acquisition. Because the Devicegateway has the same hash
value of Blockn-1, its order is changed in the same way as the frequency table. The pseudo code is
as Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. FrequencyTable

1: procedure FrequencyTable
2: DeviceSensor executes:
3: list = transactionPool
4: while i < F do:
5: FrequencyCount(i,list) -> result
6: FrequencyTable(i, result)
7: increment i
8: TransformFrequencyTable(Devicekeyn-1(Hash),FrequencyTable) ->

applied  
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Featured Application: Sensor data record-based dynamic encryption key technology which
applies the mechanism of blockchain for security between devices in the low-power wireless
communication environment of Internet of Things (IoT).

Abstract: The Internet of Things uses low-power wireless communication for wireless connectivity
and efficient energy. Low-power wireless communication is applied to IoT for wireless connection
and efficient energy consumption in various areas such as wearable devices, smart homes, and power
plants in order to send and receive data and control the environment. Security is becoming more
important because the Internet of Things controls real physical systems. For the security of the
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1.1. Study Background and Motivation

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to intelligent technology and service whereby various sensors
and communication technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, LTE, Zigbee, and NFC are built-in in a
system that can identify physical objects (things) to exchange information between thing and thing,
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FrequencyTablegateway

16: end procedure

3.5. Transmission of Target Value and FrequencyTable, Synchronization of Transaction Pool

If the Devicesensor transmits FrequencyTablesensor, the Devicegateway can know which frequency
(of ModResult) is missing by comparing with FrequencyTablegateway. However, only the number of
cases can be found for the position of TransactionPool only with ModResult. To generate the same
TransactionPool by using only the frequency difference, the answer sheet of entire transaction pool
is required. However, if the answer sheet is transmitted, a malicious attacker can steal it and know
the transaction pool, i.e., the key generation information. To prevent this, a hash function is used.
Due to its preimage resistance, it is almost impossible to find out an input value by looking at the hash
result. Figure 9 shows how to synchronization of transactionpool. The Devicesensor calculated the hash
value of TransactionPool and sets it as TargetValue. When BlockCondition64 is met, the Devicesensor

sends a message including TargetValue and FrequencyTablesensor to notify the generation of a new
dynamic key. Even if a malicious attacker steals TargetValue and FrequencyTablesensor, it is impossible
to find out the original transaction pool within 64 s which is the generation cycle of the subsequent
encryption key.

The Devicegateway that received TargetValuesensor and FrequencyTablesensor calculates TargetValue
when there is no lost message, compares it with the received TargetValue, and generates a new dynamic
encryption key in Section 3.6. If there is data loss, it calculates ModResult by using the difference between
FrequencyTablesensor and the lost FrequencyTablegateway, and generates the same TransactionPool from
the TargetValue. It calculates permutations by using the lost ModResult, substitutes the permutation
results into the lost part of TransactionPoolGateway, and attempts to obtain the same TargetValue through
hashing based on trial and error. For example, suppose that 5 messages are lost, the lost modular
results are {1:1 2:2 A:2}, and the index order of each lost message is 20, 21, 30, 44, 57. For the places
of 20, 21, 30, 44, 57, there are 30 possible cases, i.e., 5!/(2! × 2!) which are all permutations. For these
30 cases, attempts are made to find the case having the same value as the received TargetValue by
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filling in the empty index position and hashing the possible transaction pool. The case of having same
value as the TargetValue indicates that the result is the same as TransactionPoolsensor. Through this
process, the Devicegateway will have the same TransactionPool as the Devicesensor despite the data loss.
Meanwhile, suppose that a malicious attacker steals TargetValue and FrequencyTablesensor. If the
frequency of ModResult is the same, the attacker should find out the TargetValue through repetitive
hashing for 16! × (64!)/(4! ×16) number of cases. It is impossible to find out the TargetValue within the
BlockCondition64, i.e., 64 s which is the generation cycle of the subsequent encryption key. The pseudo
code is as Algorithm 3.

Figure 9. TransactionPool Synchronization.

Algorithm 3. TransactionPool Synchronization

1: procedure TransactionPool Synchronization
2: DeviceSensor executes:
3: TargetValuesensor = SHA256(list)
4: Send Encrypt(DeviceKeyn-1,TargetValuesensor + FrequencyTablesensor) to
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1. Introduction

1.1. Study Background and Motivation

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to intelligent technology and service whereby various sensors
and communication technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, LTE, Zigbee, and NFC are built-in in a
system that can identify physical objects (things) to exchange information between thing and thing,
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Devicegateway

5: Call Module DeviceKeyGeneration()
6: Devicegateway executes:
7: TargetValuegateway = SHA256(list)
8: Receive Encrypt (DeviceKeyn-1,TargetValuesensor+ FrequencyTablesensor) from
9: Devicesensor

10: Decrypt(DeviceKeyn-1, TargetValuesensor+ FrequencyTablesensor)
12: if loss data then:
13: lossFrequencyList = FrequencyTablesensor- FrequencyTablegateway

14: PermutationList = Permutation(lossFrequencyList)
17: while PermutationList is not empty:
18: candidateNonce = PermutationList.pop()
19: if(TargetValuesensor == FindNonce(transactionPool, candidateNonce):
20: Syncronization(transactionPool, candidateNonce)
21: Call Module DeviceKeyGeneration()
22: else:
23: if(TargetValuesensor == TargetValuegateway):
24: Call Module DeviceKeyGeneration()
25: end procedure
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3.6. Generation Dynamic Encryption Key

The Devicesensor and Devicegateway that have the same TransactionPool independently generate
the Nth dynamic encryption key. Figure 10 shows how to generate dynamic encryption key.
The TransactionPool hash value is encrypted with Encrypt (DeviceKeyn−1,TransactionPool(Hash)).
The reason for encryption is to prevent exposure as the TransactionPool (Hash) value has already been
sent TargetValue. The Blockn-1 hash value is added to this encrypted value and the result is set to
BlockInfoN. One more hashing of BlockInfoN becomes the hash value of Nth block.
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The hash value of Blockn is used as a seed value to generate the key for the new symmetric key
AES. This newly generated encryption key is the Nth DeviceKeyn. Both Devicesensor and Devicegateway

will generate the same symmetric encryption key. The pseudo code is as Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. DeviceKeyGeneration

1: procedure DeviceKeyGeneration
2: DeviceSensor executes:
3: (Blockn-1 (Hash)+Encrypt(DeviceKeyn-1,TransactionPool(Hash)) -> Blockinfon

4: Seedn = SHA256(Blockinfon)
5: Call module AESKeyGenerator(Seedn) -> DeviceKeyn

6: Devicegateway executes:
7. (Blockn-1 (Hash)+Encrypt(DeviceKeyn-1,TransactionPool(Hash)) -> Blockinfon

8: Seedn = SHA256(Blockinfon
)

9: Call module AESKeyGenerator(Seedn) -> DeviceKeyn

10: end procedure

4. Experiment Verification

The proposed method in this paper is tested and verified in terms of availability and security in a
low-power wireless communication IoT environment. Detailed items are as follows:

Availability aspect
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Security aspect
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Devicekeyn Nth dynamic encryption key  

lossFrequencyList 
Loss Modular result list. The Difference between FrequencyTablesensor and 
FrequencyTablegateway 

PermutationList 
(lossFrequencyList) 

List of possible permutations from lossFrequencyList 

CandidateNonce Candidate nonce for recovering loss packets on FrequencyTablegateway 
FindNonce Trial and error for recovering loss packets on FrequencyTablegateway 
Synchronization Recover loss packets on the FrequencyTablegateway from CandidateNonce 
Seedn Seed value of DeviceKeyn 
Encrypt(Key,data) Data encryption using Key  
Decrypt(Key,data) Data decryption using Key 

initialize() 
Initialization to generate N + 1 block after Nth block is generated. 
TransactionPool Initialization. DataCounti Initialization 

3.2. System Model 

The details of the system model, where the scheme proposed in this paper is applied, are as 
follows: 

 Communication between devices that generate dynamic encryption keys occurs between a 
sensor device and a gateway device. 

 The sensor device and gateway device use Bluetooth low-energy, which can encounter 
communication delay and message loss due to signal interference between devices. 

 The sensor device and gateway device use an asynchronous network control flow. 
 A sensor device measures environment data that cannot be reproduced. 
 In ModResult (SensorData, N), N is set to 16. 
 A sensor device transmits a measured environment sensor data value to a gateway device with 

DataPeriodic = 1 (1 s interval). 

Prevention of key generation information exposure (experimental verification).
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Security against Encryption Key Hijacking Attack (theoretical verification).

4.1. Configuration of Experimental Environment

To perform an experiment for the method proposed in this paper, conducted the experiments in
the Devicesensor and the Devicegateway of the Raspberry PiB+ model. The package configuration is as
Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. System Configuration.

Category Description

CPU Broadcom BCM2837B0, Cortex-A53 (ARMv8) 64bit SoC 1.4GHz
RAM 1GB LPDDR2 SDRAM

OS RaspbianStrech
Language Python 3.6

Communication Bluetooth low energy 4.2

External Library
-itertools: permutation
-hashlin: sha256
-cryptography, cryptodome: encryption module

Table 4. Software Package.

Package Description

communication sender: Bluetooth connection and data send
receiver: Bluetooth connection and data receive

encryption module encryption module libraries

algorithm module

frequencytable: frequencytable manage
transactionPool: transactionPool manage
findnonce: trial and error manage
permuatioan: permutation manage

launcher
sensor: execute Devicesensor
device: execute DeviceGateway

test

KeyGeneration_Time: key generation time experiment
KeyGneration_Time_packetDataloss: key generation time experiment
with packet loss
Memory _Check: memory used experiment
Permutation_Check: permutation experiment

logging

log data
KeyGeneration_Time.log
KeyGneration_Time_packetDataloss.log
Memory _Check.log

4.2. Availability Aspect

4.2.1. Communication Method/Step for Encryption Key Generation

Theory

DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway generate the same encryption key through asynchronous
one-step communication.
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Proof

(1) In the event of packet loss, DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway are asynchronous or synchronous if
there is a request/response for generate DeviceKeyn

(2) Communication Steps for DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway to generate DeviceKeyn

(3) Devicesensor and the Devicegateway generates the same encryption key as (1) (2)

(1) in case of; Devicesensor sends FrequencyTablesensor and TargetValuesensor to key generation
notification if BlockConditionK is satisfied. Devicegateway that receives the message generates
DeviceKeyn. It is an asynchronous method because there is no response to the generate
encryption key. (2) There is only one step communication to generate a key from the DeviceSensor.
(3) Devicesensor and Devicegateway generate the same encryption key based on the same sensor data
history. In conclusion, Devicesensor and Devicegateway generate the same encryption key through
asynchronous 1 step communication.

4.2.2. Communication Method/Step for Encryption Key Recovery

Theory

In the event of packet loss, DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway generate the same encryption key
through asynchronous 1 step communication.

Proof

(1) In the event of packet loss, DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway are asynchronous or synchronous if
there is a request/response for recovery.

(2) Communication Steps for DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway to recovery in the event of packet loss.
(3) Devicesensor and the Devicegateway generates the same encryption key as (1) (2).

(1) In case of; Devicesensor sends FrequencyTablesensor and TargetValuesensor to key generation
notification if BlockConditionK is satisfied considering packet loss. It is an asynchronous method
because there is no response to the loss of packets from DeviceGateway. Devicegateway generates the
same encryption key from FrequencyTablesensor, TargetValuesensor even if loss packet. (2),(3) In
conclusion, Devicesensor and Devicegateway generate the same encryption key through asynchronous 1
step communication for recovery.

4.2.3. Key Generation Time per Packet Loss

In the proposed method, the key generation time varies depending on packet loss. If it takes a
long time to generate a key when there is a packet loss, the method is not suitable because it causes a
delay in the system. In this section, the key generation time depending on packet loss is measured.
Each execution measures the average time for 1000 times of key generation depending on packet
loss to examine the availability of the proposed method. The formula for measuring performance is
as Equation (1).

µ
(
Tl

keygen

)
=

n∑
i=0

Tend
keyi
− Tstart

keyi

n
(1)

µ
(
Tl

keygen

)
:l loss packet , key generation average time.

Tstart
keyi

: i′th key generation start point

Tend
keyi

: i′th key generation end point

As shown Figure 11, proposed method allows key generation without system delay of up to nine
packet losses in a DataPeriodic:1. When BlockConditionK was set to 64 (defend a malicious attacker’s
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transaction pool brute force attacks), encryption keys can be generated without delay even if 14.06%
of packet loss. When considering packet data loss rate of 2% due to interference between devices in
Bluetooth low energy communication. The method proposed in the paper are applicable.

Figure 11. Experiment result of Section 4.2.3.

4.2.4. Key Generation Time, Memory Used, CPU Used

The methods proposed in the paper and the related work, OTP (SKEY), Diffe–Hellman, and Blockey,
measure key generation time and memory used to compare availability. The average key generation
time is measured by performing each algorithm 1000 times. The formula for measuring performance is
as Equation (2).

µ
(
TkeyGen

)
=

n∑
i=0

Tend
keyi
− Tstart

keyi

n
(2)

Tstart
keyi

i′th key generation start point. (3)

Tend
keyi

i′th key generation end point. (4)

The average key generation time for each algorithm is shown in the Figure 12. In case of OTP,
the key generation average time is set to zero because the key is generated in initial step. In the case of
Diffe–Hellman, the key is generated using an asymmetric key, so it has the slowest key generation speed
of 0.04211878 s. The method proposed and Blockey showed fast key generation speed results with
0.00000138 s and 0.00000148 s. Considering the loss rate of 2% of Bluetooth low energy communication,
it was shown to be about 0.000137 s for 1–2 packet loss. The proposed method has shown that
encryption keys can be generated and used without delay in the event of packet loss in a low-power
wireless environment.
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Figure 12. Experiment result of Section 4.2.4.

To measure the memory used, perform each algorithm 1000 times to measure the usage of key
generation memory. Memory used measured the amount of memory used by the process when
generating the key. Figure 13 is the result of an experiment. As shown Figure 13, in the case of
Diffe–Hellman, the memory usage was the highest at 343.812 Kbyte because it generates asymmetric
keys. Blockey and proposed method showed lower memory usage than Diffe–Hellman at 307.578 KB
and 309.574 KB, respectively.

Figure 13. Experiment result of Section 4.2.4.

To measure the CPU used, perform each algorithm 1000 times to measure the usage of key
generation CPU. CPU used measured the percentage of CPU used by the process when generating
the key. Figure 14 is the result of an experiment. As shown Figure 14, in the case of Diffe–Hellman,
the CPU usage was the highest at 11.4% because it generates asymmetric keys. Blockey and proposed
method showed lower CPU usage than Diffe–Hellman at 1.7% and 1.8%, respectively.
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Figure 14. Experiment result of Section 4.2.4.

4.3. Security Aspect

4.3.1. Randomness and Unpredictability of Encryption Key

Dynamic encryption key must satisfy randomness and unpredictability. The method proposed in
this paper is to generate hash values based on sensor data history that measure the environment and
use them as seed values for generate encryption keys. This method satisfies randomness because it
generates different hash values in an environment where measured sensor data change even slightly.
It also satisfies unpredictability because it requires knowing or reproducing the history of all sensor
data in DeviceSensor and DeviceGateway to know the next encryption key generated.

4.3.2. Prevention of key Generation Information Exposure

Key generation information should not be known even when a malicious hijacking attack. For this
purpose, TargetValue and FrequencyTable were used. The experiment below measured the time of
repetitive operation of the hash with increasing permutation. Detailed environment are as shown in
the Table 5 below.

Table 5. System Configuration.

Category Description

CPU Intel Core i9 8Core 2.3Ghz
RAM 16GB 2400 MHZ DDR4

OS Mac OS
Language Python 3.6

External lib -itertools: permutation

As shown Figure 15, the experimental result took approximately 16,137 s (approximately 4.5 h)
on a 13! basis when experimenting with above-average computer performance. In BlockCondition64,
malicious attacker must generate a TransactionPool from TargetValue and FrequencyTable within 64 s.
Malicious attacker should find out the TargetValue through repetitive hashing for 16! × (64!)/(4! ×16)
number of cases. It is impossible to find out the TargetValue within the BlockCondition64,
i.e., 64 s. the method proposed in the paper prevent key generation information exposure attacks.
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Figure 15. Experiment result of Section 4.3.2.

4.3.3. Security against Encryption Key Hijacking Attack

Suppose the proposed DeviceKeyn−1 key is stolen. Malicious attacker needs to know the value
of the Blockn-1 hash to generate the Nth generated DeviceKeyn. This requires a history of all sensor
data sent and received to know the hash value. Alternatively, in order to know the hash value of
n−1 at BlockConditionK = 64, malicious attacker make brute force attacks by the number of times the
2256
× 2256

× 2256
...... × 2256

× 2256 (n−1 times).

5. Conclusions

The Internet of Things’ security threat extends to real physical systems, and economic damage
and human life can be threatened. For the security of the Internet of Things, encryption key technology
to identify and authentication trusted devices is important. Dynamic encryption keys, which are
more secure than static encryption keys, can make them more secure in the Internet of Things.
However, most of the Internet of Things low-power wireless communication uses a lot of asynchronous
communication; thus, the traditional dynamic encryption keys based on synchronous are difficult to
apply. There is also a dynamic encryption key synchronization problem due packet loss. In order to
apply dynamic encryption keys in a low-power wireless environment, the problem of encryption key
synchronization in asynchronous communication must be solved and also satisfying security. Table 6 is
the result of a comparison of the related work and proposed method.

In this paper, the dynamic encryption key method applied with the mechanism of the blockchain
was proposed to solve these problems. Based on the sensor data history between devices, hash value
is generated dynamically, and a new dynamic encryption key is generated using the encryption key
seed value. Moreover, the proposed method use the “clues (TargetValue and FrequencyTable)” to
prevent key generation information exposure and to generate the same dynamic cryptographic key
in an asynchronous/1step communication. The proposed method generates the same encryption
key between devices, with only one step of asynchronous communication considering packet loss.
Therefore, proposed method is asynchronous/1 step communication in both “encryption key generation
communication method/steps” and “the encryption key recovery communication method/step".
The key generation memory used, and the average key generation time were 0.00000148 s 307.578
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Kbyte, respectively. It showed a lower level equivalent to the blockey for “computational cost/time for
encryption key Generation”. In comparison with the related work, the proposed method satisfied the
aspects of availability in the low-power wireless communication environment. The “security against
encryption key hijacking attack” showed a high level equivalent to the blockey as it dynamically
generates keys based on the sensor data history (dynamically generated unpredictable sensor values).
As shown in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, it is only possible in cases for malicious attacker make many brute
force attacks to know the key generation information or to know the next key generated. It is impossible
to find out the key generation information within the next key generated. Therefore, prevention of
key generation information exposure and randomness/unpredictability of encryption key were also
satisfied. The proposed method satisfied the availability and security of dynamic encryption keys in a
low-power radio environment.

Table 6. Comparison table of related studies.

OTP (S/Key)
Kungpisdan et al. [29]

Diffie–Hellman
Diffie and Hellman [30]

Blockey
WooSeung [23]

Proposed
Method

Availability

Encryption Key Generation Communication Method/Steps
Asynchronous

/1 step
Synchronous

/2 steps
Asynchronous

/0 step
Asynchronous

/1 step
Encryption Key Recovery Communication Method/Steps

Synchronous
/2 steps

Synchronous
/2 steps

Synchronous
/2 steps

Asynchronous
/1 step

Required Computational Cost/Time for Encryption Key Generation
Low High Low Low

Security

Security Against Encryption Key Hijacking Attack
Vulnerable Average High High

Prevention of Key Generation Information Exposure
Prevention Prevention Prevention Prevention

Randomness/Unpredictability of Encryption Key
Randomness

/Unpredictability
Randomness

/Unpredictability
Randomness

/Unpredictability
Randomness

/Unpredictability

As shown in the Figure 16, our proposed method is within the scope of research on encryption
key. For security in the real Internet of Things environment, access control and authentication on the
Internet of Things should be considered [32,33].

Figure 16. Internet of Things security.

There are also problems to be solved in access control and authentication on the Internet of
Things. The study by Buccafurri and Celeste [34] to improve the device authentication vulnerability of
MQTT protocol, OTP-based authentication protocol using block chain was proposed. The study by
Maissa et al. [35] decentralized light-weight access control model was proposed to address the issue of
scalability of centralized access control. The study by Choudhary et al. [36] authentication and key
management model considering the user’s authentication of the device was proposed. Future research
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will refer to the above mentioned studies [34–36] to study how to extend the dynamic encryption key
proposed in the paper to access control and authentication techniques. In addition, only theoretical
verification of the randomness and unpredictability of the security aspects of the measures proposed in
this study was carried out. Further studies would like to verify through the implementation of statistical
randomness verification provided by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) [37].
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